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Check you quickness with

booking commands
Travelport: Making life simpler
In the fast changing environment of enhancing skills of travel consultants, it is
imperative for all to upgrade their working approaches. Here is an update from ITQ
(Galileo) which offers our consultants involved with member agencies handling
bookings to be aware of these commands that may support faster and more effective
way to close bookings.We acknowledge the contribution from ITQ for NAMASTAAI in
supporting "knowledge development" of our personnel. Do write back to us if you find
them useful and would like to have more of such features included in future
NAMASTAAIs. Our goal is that NAMASTAAI must be the favourite among the travel
and tourism magazines that reach your agency

THE QUICK COMMANDS FOR VARIOUS FARE DISPLAY OPTIONS ON TRAVELPORT
FD23DECBOMLHR/AI

Fare display from Mumbai to London 23DEC on AI

FD23DECDELDXB/9W-M

Booking class modifier (MUST be accompanied by airline code) i.e. /9W-M

FN*2

Display fare notes by category menu

FN*3/ALL

Display all fare notes

FR*2

Display route information, line 2

FDC*2

Display booking codes for line 2

FDDELBOS-PRI-MINT:P

Private Fares with account code MINT
Private Fares without account codes
FARE QUOTE (H/FQBE)

FQ

Quote applicable adult fare for all passengers, all segments, in the class
booked

FQBB, FQBB++-AB

Quote Best Buy, Quote as booked

FQBB++-PREMF / ++-FIRST

Premier First Class Cabin / First Class Cabin

FQBB++-BUSNS / ++-PREME

Business Class Cabin / Premier Economy Class Cabin

FQ**PTC

Quote a specify PTC irrespective of the level of fare

FQ-MINT

Quote lowest fares combination among Public fare, Private fare with
account code or Private fares without account code, irrespective of
account code used.

FQ-MINT:P

Quote lowest private fare combination among all private fares loaded in
the PCC with or without account code

FQ-:MINT

Quote private fare with specified account code only
FARE QUOTE - PRICING MODIFIERS (H/FQPM)

FQP2.5

Quote itinerary for passengers 2 and 5
HISTORICAL FARE QUOTE

FQ.T21MAY16

Historical Fare Quote with taxes as on date of ticket issue

FQ.T21MAY16.B20MAY16

Historical Fare Quote with taxes as on date, Date Of Issue 21st May with
Booking Date as on 20th May

FQ.H10DEC16

Historical Base Fare & current taxes

FQ.B01JUN14

Booking date override for all segments in quote request. Booking date
modifier can be used alone or in combination with the ‘.T’ or ‘.H’ histor
ical modifier.

FQ*:BF1

Price by brand modifier may be used with or without an account code,
price the lowest fare brand level
FOCALPOINT SHOPPING WITHOUT A BOOKING FILE (H/FS)

F

or most travellers, one of the
crucial factors influencing their
decision of travel is the fare
charged for the journey. On Travelport
Smartpoint, you can access all kinds of
fares
along
with
Travelport
Merchandising Suite advantage that
highlights the ancillaries available.
However, it is not always the
traveller looking for cheapest ticket.
There are leisure travellers who prefer
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luxury class, corporate travellers who
prefer business class or passengers
flying in economy with special
necessities. As a travel expert, you
should always be ready with tools that
offer best-suited options to your
customers. Therefore, in order to offer
better options to your customers on
Travelport efficiently, here is a quick
guide that helps you access all kinds of
fare options.

The use of these commands help you
offer best options in just a matter of few
clicks on Travelport Smartpoint, where
you can access matchless offering from
400+ airlines (including leading
international low cost carriers & largest
Indian LCC IndiGo), 650,000+ hotel
properties, 35,000 car rental locations,
61 cruise & tour operators and 12 rail
booking providers makes us standout in
the market. Happy Selling!

FSCOK10JANDXB

One Way journey

FSCOK10JANDXB20JANCOK

Round Trip journey

FSDEL11JUNLON19JUNDEL++.D

Only Direct Flights

FSZRH11JUNLHR.M#20JUNZRH.E#

Morning Departure on 1st Sector and Evening on 2nd Sector

FSLAX11JUNLON19JUNLAX++/AA#

Only Preferred Carriers

FSSYD11JUNTYO/QF19JUNHKG/CX

With Preferred carriers

FSLON10JANDXB+TAHO4

Ticketing Agent -HO4
FILED FARES (H/FQFD, H/FQFX)

*FF

Display a summary of all Filed Fares

*FF1

Display detailed linear fare construction for Filed Fare 1

FXALL

Cancel all Filed Fares

FX3

Cancel Filed Fare 3
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